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Are Nelson hydro rural ratepayers funding city taxpayer projects?

As a third generation rural Nelson hydro customer, there was never much discussion
about our cheap electricity until now we are being charged more.

It may be true it costs more to service rural customers but to choose the city
rate and presume rurally it must be more may be incorrect.

Last years BCUC response suggested Nelson hydro's 15% return was a little high
compared to typical electric utility 10% returns.

There is a lot of conversation locally suggesting that Nelson hydro(my electric bill)
is funding a lot of what should be city taxpayer responsibilites.

If  true, the return is more than 15%.   Could the BCUC return us
rural customers to something more aligned with 10%?

Should I be paying for the Nelson hydro underwater fiberoptic cable?

Nelson hydro”s District Energy plan has no benefit for rural customers.
The college thermal heating system is a city item.
They manage Grand Forks electrical, does that fee come back to Nelson hydro
or the city?

Their water licence annual payment was deemed attributable to the city.
I think thats questionable.  If that water were run through the city generators
instead of the more efficient BC Hydro generators, although less valuable,
wouldn't that be Nelson hydro income?

The solar garden was supposed to be Full Cost Recovery from those opting in
according to the BCUC Final Order.

It went over budget, almost double, they never adjusted the per panel purchase to
cover that, I pay that.  
They were to pay a premium for solar they don't, I subsidize that.  

I pay all future solar costs, shouldn't that be assessed to those who opted in to
make it fully funded as it was supposed to be.

Now public grant money has installed solar systems on community buildings in Nelson hydro's service 
area.  Nelson hydro pays full retail for their excess power.  A subsidy from me.

That makes me a three time loser.  Public money to install these systems.  Lost income from

https://www.ordersdecisions.bcuc.com/bcuc/orders/en/item/142643/index.do


Nelson hydropower sales while I  subsidize them buying their solar power at full retail.  Thats
just bad business, I shouldn't suffer that. 
I was told the Nelson hydro bylaw states they would only buy
excess power if it made economic sense for Nelson hydro.  If Nelson needs excess
power they can buy cleaner greener waterpower and make a huge profit.

More grant money has become available for even more community systems.

There is talk about a Board of Directors, would rural ratepayers participate?

A past submission didn't give me confidence.  The BCUC asked for information, Nelson
hydro responded they couldn't supply because their bookkeeping system was being
changed to more properly represent an electric utility.

Have we been overpaying for our rural electricity.  Might we be due a refund?

Nelson hydro is involved with NelsonFiber.

 Nelson hydro stringing cable for Nelson fiber.
This appears to have other items such as GHG consultant, DES, Ecosave, etc.

A Nelson hydro lineman being trained for fiber optic work.

Nelson hydro maintains the college geothermal heating system.

Recent news is electric bikes for city employees.
Somehow involving Nelson hydro. I don't have details.

The city wants our money, only the BCUC can help us rural ratepayers.

Bill Hamilton

https://nelson.civicweb.net/filepro/document/38551/Special%20(2015%20Budget)%20Committee%20of%20the%20Whole%20-%2026%20Jan%202015%20-%20Agenda%20-%20Pdf.pdf
https://nelson.civicweb.net/filepro/document/23981/Special%20Committee%20of%20the%20Whole%20(2013%20Budget)%20-%2023%20Jan%202013%20-%20Pdf.pdf



